Ditek (www.ditekcorp.com or (800) 753-2345) manufactures surge protection that is specifically designed for residential door and gate entry systems, which is ideal for our door entry controllers when installed in areas with frequent lightning storms. The DTK-4LVXR provides surge protection for a low voltage power pair, a control pair for the door or gate release and two voice pairs in one small package. This is ideal when using the W series doorboxes with a C-1000B controller as shown. The surge protectors must be installed at both ends of the run for the best protection and the DTK-4LVXR installed at the door or gate end must be installed in a NEMA 4 or similar weatherproof enclosure. This Ditek surge protector can also be used with our other residential entry controllers and their entry phones, such as the C-200, C-250 and C-2000B controllers.